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We investigate the performance of Green’s function coupled cluster singles and doubles (CCSD)
method as a solver for Green’s function embedding methods. To develop an efficient CC solver, we
construct the one-particle Green’s function from the coupled cluster (CC) wave function based on
a non-hermitian Lanczos algorithm. The major advantage of this method is that its scaling does
not depend on the number of frequency points. We have tested the applicability of the CC Green’s
function solver in the weakly to strongly correlated regimes by employing it for a half-filled 1D
Hubbard model projected onto a single site impurity problem and a half-filled 2D Hubbard model
projected onto a 4-site impurity problem. For the 1D Hubbard model, for all interaction strengths,
we observe an excellent agreement with the full configuration interaction (FCI) technique, both for
the self-energy and spectral function. For the 2D Hubbard, we have employed an open-shell version
of the current implementation and observed some discrepancies from FCI in the strongly correlated
regime. Finally, on an example of a small ammonia cluster, we analyze the performance of the
Green’s function CCSD solver within the self-energy embedding theory (SEET) with Hartee-Fock
(HF) and Green’s function second order (GF2) for the treatment of the environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coupled cluster (CC) methods1,2 are extremely suc-
cessful in theoretical chemistry since they can reach spec-
troscopic accuracy for weakly3,4 and moderately corre-
lated problems. The popularity of CC methods stems
from unique properties of the CC exponential ansatz that
(i) allows for a generation of some of the higher level elec-
tron excitations in terms of lower level excitation (ii) is
both size consistent and size extensive for standard ver-
sions of the CC theory (iii) yields accurate methods with
only polynomial scaling, eg. coupled clusters singles and
doubles with perturbative triples CCSD(T) that scales
only as O(n7), where n is the number of orbitals.
Motivated by the efficiency of the CC ansatz for finite
molecular problems at zero temperature, we investigate
its performance as an impurity solver for the Green’s
function embedding methods. We believe that such a
solver would be appealing to both the quantum chem-
istry as well as condensed matter community.
For quantum chemists, the CC impurity solver applied
to Green’s function embedding methods would allow for
an easy extension of multiple molecular CC versions to
periodic problems without any burden of an actual im-
plementation in the momentum space. While multiple
very accurate CC methods with various approximations
of the excitation level contained in the cluster operator
were developed at a molecular level5,6, CC applications to
periodic systems7–11 remained limited to a simple crys-
talline problems mostly due to a large cost of a brute
force calculation on the entire problem. Moreover, these
CC periodic implementations usually yielded the elec-
tronic energy of a unit cell and the periodic equation of
motion coupled cluster method (EOM-CC)10–13 was im-
plemented in even fewer cases. The implementation of
the Green’s function CC solver would allow to easily ob-
tain spectral information for solids. This is especially
important since a theoretically evaluated spectral func-
tion provides very valuable information about the elec-
tronic structure of the problem since it can be directly
compared to experimental data.
For condensed matter community, the CC solver could
provide an alternative to explicit Hamiltonian represen-
tation solvers used for the dynamical mean field the-
ory (DMFT)14–16. For these solvers, the bath orbitals
are treated explicitly since the hybridization function de-
scribing the coupling between the impurity and environ-
ment is discretized into a finite set of bath orbitals. Con-
sequently, the resulting Anderson impurity model (AIM)
is a finite problem. Most current solvers working in
an explicit Hamiltonian representation are based on the
exact diagonalization (ED) scheme 17,18, its truncated
versions19,20, or density matrix renormalization group
(DMRG)21. Both ED and its truncated versions are lim-
ited to a small number of impurity and bath orbitals due
to their exponential scaling. CC methods scaling is only
polynomial and they are able to treat problems that ex-
ceed 200 orbitals, thus, giving access to much larger im-
purity problems than the ones commonly employed to-
day.
In this paper, we implement an evaluation of the CC
Green’s function using both the restricted and unre-
stricted coupled cluster singles and doubles (RCCSD and
UCCSD) methods based on the Lanczos procedure. The
details of this procedure, which allows us to avoid an
explicit frequency dependence and can be equally easily
executed on the real and imaginary axis, are described
in Sec. II- V. Let us mention here that many implemen-
tations of CCGF exist in the literature. The earliest are
from Nooijen and coworkers22,23 while the most recent
ones can be found in Ref. 13, 24–26. These solve for the
Green’s function using linear equations on the real axis.
While the evaluation of GFCC was known in molecular
chemistry, its use as a solver for embedding techniques
was not investigated before. We are aware of only one
paper by Tianyu Zhu et al.27 that is concurrent to our
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2work that investigates this issue.
Subsequently, in Sec. VI B-VI A, we test the perfor-
mance of both RCCSD and UCCSD solvers on impu-
rity problems that 1D and 2D Hubbard models can be
mapped onto. The CCSD self-energies are then com-
pared with the ones coming from the full configuration
interaction (FCI) as well as some of its truncated ver-
sions. In Sec. VI D, we describe in detail how to employ
the CC Green’s function as a solver for the self-energy
embedding theory (SEET)28–36 and we test it on an am-
monia cluster employing both HF and GF237–45 for the
treatment of the environment. In the SEET framework,
we analyze electronic energies, self-energies, and spectra.
Finally, we form our conclusions in Sec. VII.
II. METHOD
The one-particle Green’s function is expressed as
Gpq(ω) = G
e
pq(ω) +G
h
pq(ω)
Ghpq(ω) = 〈Ψ|a†p
1
ω + µ+ (H − Egr)− iη aq|Ψ〉
Gepq(ω) = 〈Ψ|ap
1
ω + µ− (H − Egr) + iη a
†
q|Ψ〉, (1)
where |Ψ〉 is the ground state wave function and p and
q are labeling orbitals. The fermionic annihilation and
creation operators are defined as ap and a
†
p. The super-
scripts e and h stand for electron (electron affinity) and
hole (ionization potential), respectively.
In general, the Hamiltonian H in Eq. 1 is defined as
H =
∑
pq
tpqa
†
paq +
1
4
∑
pqrs
vpqrsa
†
pa
†
qasar. (2)
The one-body Green’s function can be evaluated either
on the real or imaginary axis. One the real axis, the
frequency ω is a real number and a small value of broad-
ening, η, is added to assure that resulting peaks have a
finite width. On the imaginary axis, the frequency ω is an
imaginary number and a commonly used discretization is
in terms of inverse temperature β = 1/(kBT ), where kB
is the Boltzmann constant. Such a discretization results
in a Matsubara frequency grid with imaginary frequency
points defined as ωn = i(2n+ 1)pi/β.
In the CC method, the ground state wave function
is obtained by applying a wave operator eT to an ap-
proximate ground state wave function, for example, the
Hartree-Fock determinant |Φ0〉. The cluster operator, T ,
induces various ranks of hole-particle excitations and the
ground state CC wave function is expressed as |Ψ〉 =
eT |Φ0〉. By increasing the rank of the T operator one
can systematically reach the exact solution limit, how-
ever, that incurs huge computational expense. Therefore,
in many practical applications T is usually truncated at
the single and double excitation level
T =
∑
i,a
tai a
†
aai +
1
4
∑
i,j,a,b
tabij a
†
aa
†
bajai. (3)
The single and double excitations amplitudes, tai and t
ab
ij ,
respectively are evaluated by first similarity transforming
H to H˜ = e−THeT , and then projecting up-to doubly
excited determinants (〈χ|) in the Schro¨dinger equation
〈χai |H˜|Φ0〉 = 0 (4)
〈χabij |H˜|Φ0〉 = 0. (5)
The ket-side of the transformed Hamiltonian is well-
defined by eT |Φ0〉. However, the bra-wavefunction is not
an adjoint of the ket part, since eT is not an unitary
operator due to T † 6= −T . Therefore the transformed
Hamiltonian is not hermitian. Consequently, one defines
a bi-orthogonal bra obeying the following criterion
〈ΨL|ΨR〉 = 1. (6)
In the equation above one distinguishes between the
right and left hand CC wave function by designating
them |ΨR〉 and 〈ΨL|, respectively. 〈ΨL| can be defined
in many different ways, however, here we take the most
common choice and we express 〈ΨL| in terms of linear
de-excitation operator Λ46 as
〈ΨL| = 〈Φ0|(1 + Λ)e−T . (7)
Similar to the T operator, Λ is truncated as well at the
singles-doubles de-excitation level
Λ =
∑
i,a
liaa
†
iaa +
1
4
∑
i,j,a,b
lijaba
†
ia
†
jabaa. (8)
Now after inserting the definition of |ΨR〉 and 〈ΨL|
into Eq. 1 one obtains22,23
GCCpq (ω) = 〈Φ0|(1 + Λ)e−Ta†p
1
ω + µ+ (H − Egr)− iη aqe
T |Φ0〉+ 〈Φ0|(1 + Λ)e−Tap 1
ω + µ− (H − Egr) + iη a
†
qe
T |Φ0〉.
(9)
By applying unity, 1 = eT e−T in Eq. 9, the expression can be further reduced to
3GCCpq (ω) = 〈Φ0|(1 + Λ)a†p
1
ω + µ+H − iη aq|Φ0〉+
〈Φ0|(1 + Λ)ap 1
ω + µ−H + iη a
†
q|Φ0〉, (10)
where, ap = e
−TapeT , a
†
p = e−Ta†pe
T and H = H˜ − Egr.
III. SOLVING CCGF VIA LINEAR EQUATION
SOLVER
To evaluate CC Green’s function (CCGF) from Eq. 10,
we first define two equations24,25
(ω + µ+H − iη)Xp|Φ0〉 = ap|Φ0〉, (11)
(ω + µ−H + iη)Yp|Φ0〉 = a†p|Φ0〉. (12)
containing auxiliary quantities Xp and Yp. Using these
quantities the CCGF expression can be rewritten as
GCCpq (ω) = 〈Φ0|(1 + Λ)a†pXq|Φ0〉+
〈Φ0|(1 + Λ)apYq|Φ0〉, (13)
where Xq and Yq in Eq.13 are evaluated by solving si-
multaneous linear equations defined in Eqs. 11 and 12.
These equations are frequency dependent and for imag-
inary frequencies are complex. In Eqs. 11 and 12, ap
and a†p lead to a naturally truncated Baker-Campbell-
Housdorff (BCH) expansion with only linear power terms
remaining
ap = ap + [ap, T ], (14)
a†p = a†p + [a
†
p, T ]. (15)
Consequently, with the CCSD truncation of amplitudes
T , the operator ap results only in 1h or 2h-1p excitation
type and operator a†p yields only 1p and 2p-1h excita-
tions. In practice, we choose vectors which correspond
to 1h, 2h-1p excitations for IP and 1p, 2p-1h type exci-
tations for EA type Green’s function to solve Eqs. 11 and
12.
IV. LANCZOS PROCEDURE
The procedure described in Sec. III avoids the explicit
calculation of matrix inversion by introducing frequency
dependent quantities such as Xp and Yp and solving a
linear set of equations. In this procedure, one needs
to solve a separate set of equations for every frequency
point. We can, however, calculate the inversion, which
does not scale proportionately with the number of fre-
quency points by means of the Lanczos procedure47.
In the Lanczos procedure, a special basis is constructed
in which the Hamiltonian is tridiagonal. In our case, since
the Hamiltonian is non-hermitian, we have different sets
of left- and right-hand side of Lanczos chain vectors. We
call them P and Q, respectively. We construct them in
such a way that they obey the bi-orthogonality relation-
ship, PTQ = 1. In the P and Q basis, a tridiagonal
matrix T is expressed as
T = PTHQ =

α1 γ1 0 ... 0
β1 α2 γ2 ... 0
0 β2 α3
. . . 0
0 0
. . .
. . . 0
 . (16)
Using the bi-orthogonality condition, we can derive the
recursion relations from Eq. 16 for P and Q as HQ = QT
and TPT = PTH. In terms of columns of the P and Q
matrices, denoted here as {pj} and {qj}, those recursion
relations at i-th iteration are
Hqi = γi−1qi−1 + αiqi + βiqi+1, (17)
pTi H = βi−1p
T
i−1 + αip
T
i + γip
T
i+1. (18)
If we assume γ0q1 = 0 and β0p
T
1 = 0, at (i+1)th itera-
tion, then we get
qi+1 =
Hqi − γi−1qi−1 − αiqi
βi
=
ri
βi
, (19)
pTi+1 =
pTi H − βi−1pTi−1 − αipTi
γi
=
sTi
γi
. (20)
From Eqs. 19 and 20, we can uniquely define αi = p
T
i Hqi.
On the other hand, there is no unique definition of βi
and γi that we can choose. However, they follow the re-
lationship γiβi = s
T
i ri (using, P
TQ = 1), which allows
us to choose βi = |sTi ri|1/2, and hence γi = (sTi ri)β−1i .
A possible alternative definition is βi = |rTi ri|1/2, hence
γi = (s
T
i ri)β
−1
i . With these choices of βi and γi, we can
fix the bi-orthogonality between the Lanczos chains at
every iteration. We notice here that βi and γi can only
differ by a sign factor within the first definition. The
convergence of a Lanczos procedure is typically achieved
when the off-diagonal elements of the tridiagonal matrix
T , that is βi and γi, reach a desired numerical thresh-
old (which is close to zero). However, in practical ap-
plications the convergence of the sought after quantities
are reached much earlier than that. Therefore, we can
truncate the Lanczos chain much earlier at any prede-
fined number. This truncated vector space is called the
Krylov subspace. Having obtained αi, βi and γi within
the Krylov subspace, we can then evaluate the inverse
of the tridiagonal matrix T as a continued fraction. To
evaluate CCGF, as it appears in Eq. 10, we evaluate the
continued fraction as
4GCCpp (ω) =
NIP
(ω + µ− iη) + α0 − γ0β0
(ω+µ−iη)+α1− γ1β1(ω+µ−iη)+α2−...
+
NEA
(ω + µ+ iη)− α0 − γ0β0
(ω+µ+iη)−α1− γ1β1(ω+µ+iη)−α2−...
.
(21)
Here, NIP = 〈Φ0|(1 + Λ)a†pap|Φ0〉 and NEA = 〈Φ0|(1 +
Λ)apa
†
q|Φ0〉. Note that in the above expression, the fre-
quency label ω is completely general enabling evaluation
both on the real and imaginary axis by simply changing
the definition of the frequency grid.
We should point out here that it is only possible to
evaluate diagonal elements of CCGF from Eq. 21 since
only for them the bi-orthonormal condition PTQ = 1 is
valid. Lanczos chain vectors are only nearly orthogonal
for the off-diagonals elements. One way to circumvent
this problem is to calculate diagonal elements Gp+q,p+q
instead of off-diagonal elements Gpq or Gqp. We can then
express the Gp+q,p+q Green’s function in terms individual
Green’s function elements since in general we can write
Gep+q,p+q = 〈Ψ|(ap + aq)
1
ω −H + E0 (ap + aq)
†|Ψ〉
= Gepp +G
e
qq +G
e
pq +G
e
qp. (22)
This is a general form holding both for the electron and
hole Green’s functions.
For a hermitian Hamiltonian, we have in general
Gpq = Gqp and consequently, we can express Gpq =
1
2 (Gp+q,p+q−Gpp−Gqq). However, for GFCC the Hamil-
tonian in Eq. 10 is non-hermitian, and consequently the
Green’s function is not symmetric Gpq 6= Gqp. As a re-
sult, we can only evaluate (Gpq + Gqp) = (Gp+q,p+q −
Gpp−Gqq) by Lanczos with the continuous fraction pro-
cedure. To evaluate a single off-diagonal element Gpq, we
need to use an approximation and assume symmetriza-
tion yielding Gpq =
1
2 (Gpq + Gqp). This must be con-
trasted with the approach we have outlined in Sec. III,
where it is possible to calculate whole Gpq, and not only
the symmetric part of it. We have estimated the differ-
ence between the “exact” Gpq, and only the symmetric
part of it. This difference has turned out to be very small.
We thus conclude that using this approximation will not
have any influence on our results.
V. IMPLEMENTATION
Here, we describe some aspects of the evaluation of
terms involved in Eqs. 19 and 20.
To initiate the Lanczos procedure, we have to first de-
fine a set of suitable orthonormal vectors. For the diag-
onal elements of the h-type Green’s function, we choose
both right and left hand unit vectors corresponding to the
ionization from a specific orbital as guess vectors. The
right hand unit vectors are then transformed according
to Eq. 14, and left hand unit vectors are transformed
as (1+Λ) a†p. The diagrammatic expressions that arise
from all these equations are compiled in Appendix. In
the CCSD case, the transformed left and right vectors
are up to 2h-1p and 1h-2p rank, respectively for h and
e cases. A different situation appears when we calculate
the off-diagonal elements of Green’s function. In order
to evaluate them we have to first calculate Gp+q,p+q ele-
ments. This requires careful transformation of ap and a
†
p
operators. We have explained this aspect in Appendix.
The dominant cost in this procedure is the evaluation
of matrix-vector products Hqi and p
T
i H. These quanti-
ties are evaluated exactly in the same way as in the right
and left hand side of the equation of motion ionization
potential (EOMIP) and the equation of motion electron
affinity (EOMEA) σ-vector equations. Thus, the cost of
these operations is n5, where n is the number of MO basis
functions.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The aim of this paper is to investigate the applicabil-
ity of the GFCC method as an impurity solver. Impu-
rity problems appear frequently as auxiliary models in
condensed matter physics14 and more recently in quan-
tum chemistry where they are an integral part of the
construction for embedding methods19,20. Consequently,
good solvers capable of yielding a Green’s function and
self-energy are desired. Most of new solvers are tested on
impurity problems arising in the treatment of the 1D and
2D Hubbard models parametrized with various interac-
tion strengths. These test cases provide an estimation of
applicability of such solvers to specific materials and can
be easily compared to other established computational
methods.
The Hubbard model is defined by the following Hamil-
tonian
H = −
∑
<ij>,σ
tija
†
iσajσ +
∑
i,σ 6=σ′
Uiiniσniσ′ , (23)
where, < ij > stands for a summation over the near-
est neighbors, t is the hopping integral between nearest
neighbor sites i and site j, and U > 0 is the on-site in-
teraction. The occupation number at site i for spin σ is
defined as niσ = a
†
iσaiσ.
In order to produce the Anderson impurity model
(AIM) described by a Hamiltonian
Himp = Hcluster +Hbath +Hint, (24)
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FIG. 1. Convergence of a spectral function with respect to
the number of Lanczos vectors. L stands for the number of
Lanczos vectors.
where the respective parts are: the cluster Hamiltonian
Hcluster, the bath Hamiltonian Hbath, and the Hamil-
tonian of the cluster-bath interaction Hint that are ex-
pressed as
Hcluster = −
∑
<uv>∈cluster,σ
tuva
†
uσavσ + U
∑
u∈cluster
nu↑nu↓,
Hbath =
∑
b∈bath,σ
ba
†
bσabσ,
Hint =
∑
u∈cluster,b∈bath,σ
Vubσ(a
†
uσabσ + a
†
bσauσ),
(25)
we perform a projection from the Hubbard lattice to the
impurity problem by demanding that the local part of
the lattice Green’s function is the same as the impurity
Green’s function
[Glattice(ωn)]local = Gimp(ωn). (26)
Here, the impurity Green’s function is defined as
Gimp(ωn) = [ωn + µ− t− Σ(ωn)−∆(ωn)]−1. (27)
The hybridization of the impurity orbital with other or-
bitals present in the problem is denoted as ∆(ωn). Using
a finite bath containing n sites it is expressed as
∆uv(ωn) ≈
n∑
b
V ∗ubVvb
ωn − b . (28)
In order to investigate the applicability of CCGF as an
impurity solver, we test it on impurity problems with dif-
ferent interaction strength U/t for both the 1D and 2D
Hubbard models. After defining an impurity Hamilto-
nian as listed in Eq. 25 and defining the filling (e.g. half-
filling), that influences the number of electrons present
in the impurity model, we carry out the following com-
putational steps:
1. Since the CC method used here is a zero tempera-
ture method, it is necessary to find a ground state
of the impurity problem. This is done by searching
for the lowest energy among all particle numbers N
and Sz sectors possible for a given impurity.
2. Carry out CCSD calculation to obtain T1 and T2
amplitudes on the impurity problem with (N,Sz)
yielding the lowest energy.
3. Solve CCSD left-eigenvector problem to extract de-
excitation amplitudes Λ1 and Λ2.
4. Evaluate all hole and particle type Green’s function
elements, G
(h)
pq and G
(e)
pq , and sum them up to ob-
tain total Green’s function Gpq. We then transform
that Green’s function to the site basis to obtain
only the impurity Green’s function, [Gimp]uv.
5. Evaluate the impurity self-energy using the Dyson’s
equation
Σimp(ωn) = [G0(ωn)]
−1 − [Gimp(ωn)]−1. (29)
Here, G0 is the non-interacting Green’s function
evaluated as
[G0(ωn)]uv = [ωn + µ− tuv −∆uv(ωn)]−1, (30)
where, the definition of ∆(ωn) is in Eq. 28.
A. 1D Hubbard
In this work for both 1D and 2D Hubbard model the
energy and value of the on-site integral U will be ex-
pressed in the units of hopping integral t, where t = 1.
The first model we have considered is the 1D Hubbard
model, where after the projection to an impurity model,
the resulting Anderson impurity model is described by a
single impurity orbital coupled to a bath. For the value
of inverse temperature β = 400/t, we achieved a good
fit to Eq. 28 with 11 bath orbitals. At the half-filling,
there are 12 electrons in the system, and we first con-
verge to the (6↑, 6↓) closed-shell configuration at the HF
level. The ensuing CC calculation is carried out on that
reference.
61. Convergence with respect to the number of Lanczos
vectors
First, for the 1D Hubbard model, we analyze the con-
vergence of the spectral function defined as
A(ω) = − 1
pi
Tr(Im[G(ω)]) (31)
as a function of the number of Lanczos vectors. From Fig.
1, we observe that the evaluation of an accurate spectral
function requires a large number of Lanczos vectors. In
this particular case, for small numbers of Lanczos vectors
75 ≤ L < 150, the spectral function is inaccurate and has
negative values. Only for L ≥ 150, we obtain a converged
positive spectral function.
2. Self-energy for different values of U/t on the imaginary
axis
Here, for different values of U/t, we compare the GFCC
self-energies to the ones coming form FCI or its truncated
versions. Comparing self-energies instead of Green’s
functions is a particularly stringent test of accuracy since
it highlights the direct differences in the computed quan-
tities. For the particle-hole symmetric case, we only
plot the imaginary part of self-energy since the real part
is zero. We have compared GFCCSD with FCI and
two truncated CI versions, namely, CISD and CISDT.
For values of U/t=4, 6 and 8, we observe from Fig.
2 that CISD performs poorer at low frequency regime
than CISDT or CCSD. The behavior of both CISD and
CISDT worsens as we increase the interaction strength.
CCSD agrees almost exactly with FCI. The only devia-
tion present is for the lowest frequencies where the self-
energy is very close to zero.
3. Spectral functions
We have compared spectral functions from GFCC at
the CCSD level with spectral functions obtained using
FCI as well as its truncated versions, here particularly
CISD and CISDT. In Fig. 3, for all ranges of U/t, we ob-
serve an excellent agreement between spectral functions
coming from CCSD, FCI, and its truncated version. The
spiky character of the spectral functions is caused by a
small number of bath orbitals.
4. Convergence with respect to the number of bath orbitals
We investigated the convergence of the self-energy with
respect to the number of orbitals used to fit the hybridiza-
tion function. Since an evaluation of GFCC at the CCSD
level has much more preferable scaling O(n6), where n is
the number of orbitals, to the exponentially scaling FCI,
one can assume that calculations with larger number of
bath orbitals and/or for larger number of impurity or-
bitals are possible. Consequently, in our calculations, we
have increased the number of bath orbitals to investigate
how much self-energy differs with that choice. Here as an
illustration, we have considered a single impurity coupled
to 11 and 31 bath orbitals. Resulting imaginary parts of
self-energy are plotted in Fig. 4. While both self-energies
at the qualitative level do not seem to differ, the quantita-
tive differences between them seem indicate that GFCC
due to the possibility of treating many bath orbitals will
be very useful for analyzing the convergence with respect
to the number of bath orbitals.
B. 2D Hubbard
The 2D Hubbard lattice was mapped onto an impu-
rity model containing a 2 × 2 impurity cluster with 8
bath orbitals (2 bath orbitals per impurity site). Note,
that while for the 1D Hubbard model, we only carried
out restricted CC calculations, here for the 2D Hubbard
model, we use unrestricted CC. We will consider here,
only the 2D Hubbard model at half-filling since based
on our previous experience the regimes away from half-
filling were usually simpler for quantum chemical type
solvers19,20.
1. Determination of the reference state for unrestricted
coupled cluster
For an impurity model defined in such a manner, we
have carried out FCI calculations to determine the low-
est energy wavefunction and the occupation of orbitals.
In Fig. 5, we list occupancies of the impurity orbitals
obtained from FCI for different U/t regimes.
Subsequently, in order to carry out open-shell CC cal-
culations, we have chosen reference determinants for the
unrestricted CC calculations based on the determinan-
tal expansion of the FCI wavefunction. To start the CC
calculations, we have chosen the highest multiplicity de-
terminant from a number of open-shell determinants that
were present in the FCI expansion. Although the result-
ing CC wavefunction suffers from a spin-contamination
error, the resulting energies give us information about
the performance of CC for these states. The deviation
from FCI of the total CC energy with different levels of
amplitude truncation is shown in Table. I.
At U/t = 2 and U/t = 4, we obtain the lowest FCI
energy for a wave function with two dominant open-shell
determinants. In both of these regimes, energies evalu-
ated within UCCSD behave very well and the CC energy
improves only very slightly with the increase of the exci-
tation level.
In contrast, for U/t = 6 and U/t = 8 regimes, the
FCI wave functions were dominated by four open-shell
determinants and therefore for these regimes, we observe
a large deviation of the CC energies from FCI and a lack
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FIG. 2. The errors of CISD, CISDT, and CCSD self-energies in comparison to the FCI one for 1D Hubbard model with different
interaction strengths U/t. The insets show the FCI and CCSD self-energy. All the calculations were performed for the inverse
temperature βt = 400.
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FIG. 3. Spectral functions for 1D Hubbard model from CISD, CISDT, FCI, and CCSD with different interaction strengths
U/t. All the calculations were performed for the inverse temperature βt = 400.
TABLE I. Comparison of total energies as calculated from
CC with different excitation level against FCI. ∆EX stands
for EX-EFCI. “Reference” denotes high spin that were used
for CC calculations.
U/t Reference ∆ECCSD ∆ECCSDT ∆ECCSDTQ EFCI
2 7α5β 0.0039 0.0038 0.0038 -12.598019
4 7α5β 0.0056 0.0043 0.0039 -14.947579
6 8α4β 0.1887 0.1875 0.1877 -17.848516
8 8α4β 0.0642 0.0640 0.0640 -21.329302
of monotonous convergence to the FCI energy when the
excitation level is increased.
In practical calculations for impurity problems, we do
not know the number of electrons that is present in the
impurity. Therefore, as described earlier multiple cal-
culations with different number of electrons and differ-
ent starting open-shell determinants will need to be per-
formed to find the lowest energy solution. This search has
be executed with caution since CC has no lower bound on
energy, thus cases where divergences happen may yield
very low energies. However, we believe that analyzing the
behavior of CC with a series of excitation together with
amplitude analysis can guide users to finding a proper
number of electrons within the impurity.
2. Comparison of self-energies for 2D Hubbard at
half-filling
In Fig. 6, we are comparing the [G(iω)]11 element of
the CCSD Green’s function with FCI. Note that we have
employed an orbital basis that diagonalizes the 2× 2 im-
purity Green’s function. For details of how to construct
such a basis see Ref. 19. The behavior for other elements
of Green’s function follows a similar trend. In order to
evaluate Green’s function, we have calculated both Gαα
and Gββ components of the Green’s function and then es-
timated the total Green’s function as G = 12 (Gαα+Gββ).
We observe that the CCSD Green’s function [G(iω)]11
element is in a very good agreement with FCI for the
U/t = 2 and U/t = 4 regimes for all frequency ranges.
For U/t = 6 and U/t = 8 there is a deviation at the
lowest frequency points. Since comparing Green’s func-
tions alone can hide important differences, we also have
calculated the self-energy using Eq. 29 as described in
Sec. VI. The [Σ(iω)]11 element is plotted in comparison
to FCI in Fig. 7. While for the weakly correlated regimes,
U/t = 2 and U/t = 4, the CCSD self-energies are almost
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FIG. 4. Imaginary self-energy plots for 1D Hubbard model at
the CCSD level with varying number of bath orbitals.
exact, we observe an increasing deviation from the ex-
act result at low and intermediate frequency range for
U/t = 6 and U/t = 8. This result is expected since for
both of the more strongly correlated regimes, we observe
an increasing number of unpaired electrons that cannot
be described exactly at the CCSD level. In Tab. II we list
impurity orbital occupancies for different U/t regimes.
We surmise that evaluating Green’s function and sub-
sequently self-energy at the CCSD(T) or CCSDT level
should minimize the differences with respect to FCI.
C. One-body density matrix and total energy
Many Green’s function methods (e.g. Green’s function
second order (GF2) or fully iterative GW schemes) are
based on the diagrammatic expansion of the Luttinger-
Ward Φ-functional48. Here, the self-energy is a func-
tional derivative of the Φ-functional over Green’s func-
tion. These methods are conserving and phi-derivable.
This means that quantities such as electronic energy that
are evaluated in these method will give the same results
independent of the way these quantities are evaluated.
For example, the electronic energy can be evaluated from
thermodynamic integration or Galitskii-Migdal formula
yielding exactly the same result. This is not the case for
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FIG. 5. Orbital occupancies of the lowest-energy state from
FCI.
TABLE II. Impurity orbital occupation numbers for 2D Hub-
bard model at half-filling obtained at the CCSD level.
Orbital No. U/t=2 U/t=4 U/t=6 U/t=8
1 1.9999 1.9831 1.9654 1.9715
2 1.9912 1.9598 1.9654 1.9715
3 1.9911 1.9497 1.9369 1.9371
4 1.9743 1.8722 1.9327 1.9334
5 1.9729 1.8436 1.0087 1.0067
6 0.9999 1.0335 0.9999 1.0000
7 0.9999 0.9531 0.9999 1.0000
8 0.0267 0.1742 0.9904 0.9929
9 0.0264 0.1221 0.0725 0.0701
10 0.0088 0.0480 0.0584 0.0599
11 0.0087 0.0435 0.0350 0.0285
12 0.0001 0.0098 0.0346 0.0284
the CC Green’s function since the CC method is not writ-
ten as a diagrammatic expansion of a Φ-functional and
a diagrammatic expansion is only given for a Green’s
function alone. Consequently, CC self-energy is not a
functional derivative of the Φ-functional. It has to be
evaluated as described in Sec. VI using Eq. 29. Conse-
quently, CC methods are not phi-derivable. This means
that the CC electronic energy when evaluated from the
CC equations can differ from the same quantities that
are evaluated using both CC Green’s functions and self-
energies.
The one-body density matrix is evaluated from the
imaginary Green’s function as
γpq = −
∑
σ
Gpq,σ(τ = β), (32)
where σ is denoting a spin label.
To evaluate the electronic energy we use the Galitskii-
Migdal formula49
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FIG. 6. Comparison between CCSD and FCI Green’s function for 2D Hubbard model at half-filling for different interaction
strengths. Note that FCI and CCSD Green’s functions differ for small frequencies for U/t = 6 and U/t = 8. We used 6α6β
state to evaluate the CCSD Green’s function.
E2bGM =
1
β
∑
pq,σ
∑
ω
Gpq,σ(ω)Σpq,σ(ω), (33)
E1bGM =
1
2
Tr[(hAO + FAO)γAO], (34)
E = E1bGM + E
2b
GM , (35)
where we use a Green’s function that produces the cor-
rect number of electrons for the system and we calculate
the self-energy via the Dyson equation. The one-body
density matrix γAO is evaluated from the CC Green’s
function using Eq. 32.
In this section, we present a comparison between the
CCSD one-body density matrix and electronic energy as
we recover them from GFCC with the ones obtained di-
rectly from the CC parent calculations. We have studied
several small molecular systems - H2O, H2S, NH3, PH3,
HF, NF3 to analyze the differences.
Since the imaginary axis GFCC is evaluated on a grid
with a spacing of β, we have chosen the value of β such
that the calculations are well converged with the spac-
ing. Additionally, we have chosen a high number of fre-
quency grid points to converge the electronic energy with
respect to the grid. These converged grids allow us to
compare the energies obtained from the Green’s function
CC and parent CC equations. The detailed comparison
of energies as well as occupation numbers is presented in
Tab. III. The occupation numbers and the density differ
only very slightly from the parent CC result since den-
sity matrix evaluated in CC and through GFCC should
be the same 23. The differences present here can be at-
tributed to the inexactness of the grid. However, the
differences in electronic energies are not just a mere arti-
fact of the grid. They truly come from the fact that the
self-energy that is produced by a CCGF is not a func-
tional derivative of the Φ-functional with respect to the
Green’s function. Consequently, when a CCGF is used in
an embedding calculations a special care must be taken
to compare energies with other calculations. They can
only be compared with the ones that were evaluated ex-
actly in the same way. Since in embedding calculations,
we will necessarily evaluate energy using the Galitskii-
Migdal formula, we need to compare this energy to other
energies also evaluated using this formula.
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FIG. 7. Comparison between CCSD and FCI self-energies for 2D Hubbard model at half-filling for different interaction strengths.
TABLE III. Energy and density evaluated from CCSD
Green’s function. MUE ≡ Mean Unsigned Error ; MSE ≡
Maximum Signed Error ; ∆ ECC = ECCSD - E
GM
CCSD
Occ. No. Energy
Molecules Basis MUE MSE ∆ ECC
H2S STO-6G 0.00005 0.0002 -0.008
cc-pVDZ .00005 0.0003 -0.012
NH3 STO-6G 0.00004 0.0001 -0.0067
cc-pVDZ 0.00002 0.0001 -0.0191
PH3 STO-6G 0.00005 0.0002 -0.0047
cc-pVDZ 0.00009 0.0005 -0.0171
HF STO-6G 0.00003 0.0001 0.0111
cc-pVDZ 0.0005 0.0037 -0.0553
NF3 STO-6G 0.00038 0.0014 -.042
cc-pVDZ 0.0003 0.0028 -0.0035
D. Self Energy Embedding Theory with CCSD as
a Solver
In this section, we explore a possibility of using the
CCSD self-energy in a Green’s function based embed-
ding framework, namely the self energy embedding the-
ory (SEET)31,50. Originally, SEET was created to de-
scribe strongly correlated molecular problems. In SEET,
the whole system of interest was separated into strongly
correlated orbitals embedded in the weakly correlated en-
vironment (for details see Ref. 31 and 50). The weakly
correlated environment was then treated with a low-
level, most frequently perturbative method, whereas the
strongly correlated orbitals were handled with a high-
level, usually exponentially scaling, non-perturbative
method. Depending on the complexity of the problem
various high-level correlated methods can be chosen in
this framework.
The results that we obtained for 2D Hubbard model
in Sec. VI B suggest that Green’s function CCSD solver
is better suited to handle weakly correlated problems.
Consequently, here, we do not aim to solve any strongly
correlated problems and we will be using the embed-
ding framework only to separate the orbitals into orbital
groups that require different levels of treatment. We only
assume that in the embedding construction there are or-
bital groups that require more accurate treatment than
the environment that will be described at a more ap-
proximate level. Using such a definition of the embed-
ding problem, we aim to describe accurately large weakly
correlated problems.
One prototypical group of weakly correlated problems
that require an accurate treatment are molecular crys-
tals with non-covalent bonding. Thus, to check the per-
11
formance of the embedding scheme, we have chosen a
model system such as a tetramer of ammonia as in Fig.
8, where the non-covalent interactions are van der Waals
as well as N H hydrogen bonding. This system is
small enough that will allow us to check the accuracy of
the embedding scheme by comparing it to the result of
the full EOM-CC calculation.
To set up an embedding problem we must separate
the orbitals present in the tetramer of ammonia into
appropriate correlation domains. In order to do that, we
have investigated two routes:
• in the first approach, we localize all molecular or-
bitals of the system to approximately identify or-
bitals belonging to each of the monomers. Then, we
consider all those orbitals belonging to a monomer
as one impurity (Ai). There are four such impuri-
ties in the total system. It is important to mention
the localization procedure we have used here. For
occupied HF orbitals, existing localization proce-
dures are well behaved, however when virtual or-
bitals are very diffused, most of the localization
procedures are not robust enough to yield good lo-
calized results. Here, we have used a procedure
proposed by Høyvik and Jørgensen et. al.51, where
the power of fourth moment of orbitals spread
µp4 = 〈p|(r − 〈p|r|p〉)4|p〉 is minimized. This ap-
proach tends to show overall better localization of
virtual orbitals in comparison to a Pipek-Mezey or
Boys localization procedure51. We export these lo-
calized orbitals from LSDALTON52 quantum chem-
istry package, and then visualize them in Chimera53
visualization program. The selection of impurities
are done entirely based on this visualization. This
scheme results in 4 impurities, each of these impu-
rities has 13 localized orbitals and 22 bath orbitals.
• the other approach is based on the natural orbital
occupancy from the weakly correlated method of
our choice and does not assume any locality of the
orbitals. Here we choose a cut-off: 0.01 < Occ
< 1.98, and consider all the orbitals within that
range as one impurity. With that choice we treat
28 natural orbitals in one impurity. This impurity
requires 54 bath orbitals.
The second important concern is the choice of a weakly
correlated method for treating the environment. The
simplest and obvious choice is HF. However, we discov-
ered that our results with an environment treated by HF
were not accurate enough. Specifically, when we have
chosen to build the impurity using localized HF orbitals,
we obtained not only very poor total energy and self-
energy, but also poor spectral function. In the remain-
ing discussion, SEET(methodenv/methodsys) denotes a
SEET calculation with methodenv used for the treat-
ment of the environment while methodsys is employed
to treat the impurity containing system orbitals. The to-
tal energy in SEET(HF/CCSD) calculation differs from
the CCSD energy of the total system by 0.603 mH and
occupation numbers of the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular or-
bital (LUMO) orbitals differ by 0.027 and 0.018, respec-
tively. Thus, SEET(HF/CCSD) calculation with rela-
tively small embedded fragments can yield only qualita-
tive results. These errors can be attributed to the lack
of dynamical correlation in the treatment of the envi-
ronment. Consequently, we decided to use a correlated
method for the description of the environment. Here, we
have chosen to use GF237–45 for this purpose, however
other choices such as GW33 are also possible. Moreover,
in general one could use a high level CC method such
as CCSDTQ for the treatment of the embedded orbitals
while a low level CC (e.g. CCSD) to treat the environ-
ment.
Here, we concisely summarize in a step-wise manner
how a Green’s function CCSD solver has been integrated
in the framework of SEET. For further details of the
SEET algorithm we refer readers to Lan et al.50. HL
stands for a high level loop and LL denotes a low level
loop. While the convergence of the low level loop is nec-
essary, the convergence of the high level loop is optional.
SPEC denotes a step in which the spectral functions are
evaluated.
HL1: Evaluate a GF2 Green’s function, Gweak for the
total system in the AO basis.
HL2: TransformGweak from the AO basis to an orthogo-
nal basis or to a natural orbital (NO) basis yielding
Gorthoweak . Extract a subset Green’s function G
Ai
weak
for each of the impurities Ai from the entire G
ortho
weak .
LL1: Calculate hybridization function ∆Ai for each of
the impurities according to Eq. 27.
LL2: Build the impurity Hamiltonian, after fitting ∆Ai
with system-bath coupling integrals according to
Eq. 28.
LL3: Calculate the double-counting correction terms
[Σ(ω)]AiDC and [Σ∞]
Ai
DC for each of the impurities
using GF2.
LL4: Determine the number of particles in each impurity
by identifying the minimum energy solution at the
CCSD level. Since for GFCC we do not have a di-
rect diagrammatic expansion of the self-energy, for
each of the impurities, we first evaluate the CCSD
Green’s function GAiimp and then evaluate Σ
Ai
imp via
Dyson equation with GAi0 . Here, G
Ai
0 is defined as
GAi0 = [(iω+µ)1− tAi −∆Ai ]−1, where for a given
impurity Ai t
Ai = FAi − [Σ∞]AiDC is a subset of
the Fock matrix with a double counting correction
subtracted.
LL5: For each of the subsets Ai build the total self-
energy as ΣAitotal = Σweak + Σ
Ai
imp − ΣAiDC .
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FIG. 8. Structure of ammonia tetramer - blue spheres represent N, white spheres H and yellow dotted lines are for hydrogen
bonding.
LL6: Calculate a new Gtotal using Σ
Ai
total in the Dyson
equation and adjust the chemical potential µ to
obtain correct number of particles. For every im-
purity construct the subset Green’s functions GAi
from Gtotal.
LL7: Repeat LL1-LL6 and test for convergence either on
∆Ai or on the total energy.
HL3: Using the Gtotal evaluated in step LL6 perform a
single iteration of GF2 from HL1 and continue to
steps LL1-LL7. An overall convergence is achieved
when the total Green’s function and the electronic
energy stop to change.
SPEC: Perform the analytic continuation of Tr(Gtotal)
from the imaginary frequency axis to the real fre-
quency axis to get spectral functions.
1. Green’s function CC vs EOMCC
For (NH3)4, we first evaluated a spectral function of
the total system at the CCSD level. This is done by per-
forming an evaluation of Green’s function from Eq. 21
using real frequencies with a small imaginary broadening
of 0.005 H. Subsequently, a spectral function is evalu-
ated using Eq. 31. To compare it with EOMCC spec-
tra, we have plotted contributions of 14 orbitals around
HOMO and LUMO to the total spectral function in Fig.
9. To evaluate intensity from EOMCC, we have calcu-
lated Dyson orbitals φd(p) as 〈ΨN |p†|ΨN−1〉. The inten-
sity of a particular quasi-particle ionization can then be
estimated as I ∝ ∑p |φd(p)|2. We observe that the IP
and EA poles obtained from the CCSD Green’s function
exactly correspond to EOMCCSD poles. Moreover the
intensity trend is also similar in both spectra.
2. Total energy of SEET with Green’s function CCSD
Using Galitskii-Migdal formula from Eq. 35, we have
evaluated the total energy of (NH3)4 from GF2 and
SEET(GF2/CCSD) with different choice of the impurity
orbitals. In all the Green’s function based approaches we
have have chosen the frequency and time grid at a suffi-
ciently low inverse temperature (β = 100 1/a.u.). Since
(NH3)4 is a finite system with a very large band gap,
we expect that this inverse temperature is low enough to
be comparable with zero temperature energies. We use
Green’s function CCSD energy evaluated from Galitskii-
Migdal formula with no frozen occupied and virtual or-
bitals as a benchmark energy. When we treat the full
system with self-consistent GF2 method we get a de-
viation of 50 mH from the benchmark energy. The
SEET(GF2/CCSD) scheme with localized orbitals as im-
purity basis reduces the difference from CCSD to 22 mH.
When considering natural orbitals from one-shot GF2
calculation as impurity orbitals, we obtain much better
energy; now the difference to CCSD is only 9 mH.
3. Occupation numbers of SEET with Green’s function
CCSD
We have analyzed the one-body density matrix of the
total system by comparing natural orbital occupancies
between various methods. We summarize our results in
Tab. IV. We observe that SEET significantly improves
upon a single iteration of the GF2 method. The re-
maining differences can be even further reduced by per-
forming the high level loop (HL) until convergence in
SEET(GF/CCSD) with natural orbitals as the impurity
basis. In that case, due to the iterative redefinition of
the impurity orbitals, the difference for HOMO reduces
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FIG. 9. Individual orbital contributions towards the total spectral function. Total 14 orbitals have been chosen around HOMO
and LUMO. We have chosen a broadening of 0.005 H to calculate the Green’s function.
to 0.0019 and for LUMO to 0.00002.
TABLE IV. Occupation numbers obtained using different or-
bital bases for impurities in SEET. ∆ stands for an absolute
difference from the wave function based CCSD method. Both
SEET (LMO) and SEET (NO) signify SEET (GF2/CCSD)
calculations that differ in the choice of impurity basis. LMO
≡ Localized Molecular Orbitals and NO ≡ Natural Orbitals.
#orbital ∆GF2 (1-shot) ∆SEET (LMO) ∆SEET (NO)
HOMO-1 0.0051 0.0022 0.0024
HOMO 0.0048 0.0018 0.0026
LUMO 0.0032 0.0022 0.0032
LUMO+1 0.0035 0.0025 0.0028
4. Self-energy of SEET with Green’s function CCSD
We have also compared individual self-energy elements
evaluated in SEET to the self-energy evaluated from the
CCSD Green’s function for the entire system. To fa-
cilitate such a comparison, we first calculated the SEET
self-energy with different orbitals chosen for the impurity
basis, specifically localized MO and NO. Subsequently,
the self-energies obtained were transformed to a canon-
ical MO basis. Similar transformation has been carried
out for the GF2 self-energy as well. The self-energy from
CCSD was directly computed in MO basis. We plot self-
energies for HOMO and (HOMO-1) orbitals in Fig. 10.
We observe that the self-energy for SEET with NO basis
for the impurity presents a significant improvement over
the GF2 self-energy and is close to the CCSD self-energy
for the total system. The self-energy evaluated from
SEET with the LMO basis is quite far from the CCSD
self-energy for the total system and does not present a
significant improvement over the GF2 self-energy. These
stark differences in the performance of SEET schemes
with different orbitals chosen to the impurity can be at-
tributed to the missing correlation between impurities in
the scheme with LMO.
5. Spectral function of SEET with Green’s function CCSD
Finally, we compare spectral functions between
Green’s function CCSD for the entire problem and SEET.
While the evaluation of the spectral function is usually
not desired for molecular systems, this quantity is impor-
tant for periodic systems. Since the ammonia cluster is
a finite system, here, we will only compare the HOMO-
LUMO gap obtained from the full system CCSD calcu-
lation to the one obtained from SEET.
The Green’s function in SEET is calculated on the
imaginary frequency axis to enable a smooth convergence
of the iterative SEET procedure. However, a spectral
function from Eq. 31 is defined on a real frequency axis.
Consequently, to obtain the real axis Green’s function,
an analytical continuation of imaginary frequency data
is required. The analytical continuation is a challenging
problem and we recommend following Ref. 54 for details.
In this work, we use Maxent54 as the continuation method
and Tr(G(iω)/n), where n is number of orbitals, as our
input data.
The CCSD Green’s function for the entire system can
be evaluated directly on the real frequency axis, thus
avoiding the need for the analytical continuation proce-
dure. In the left panel of Fig. 11, we compare the CCSD
spectral function with the ones coming from SEET cal-
culations. In the hole part of the spectral function, it
is apparent that we miss many spectral features and the
main peak has a broad shoulder for SEET as opposed
to CCSD. The particle part of the spectrum with SEET
also does not exhibit all the spectral features of CCSD
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FIG. 10. Comparison of self-energy from the Green’s function CCSD for the whole system with SEET self-energies with different
choices of impurity orbitals and also with self-consistent GF2. Left: self-energies for HOMO orbital. Right: self-energies for
(HOMO-1) orbital.
but the main peak position appears to be quite accurate.
To investigate if these discrepancies are arising from
the analytical continuation errors or true errors due to
the SEET procedure, we have calculated the CCSD
Green’s function on the imaginary frequency axis and
continued it in the same manner as SEET Green’s func-
tions. In the right panel of Fig. 11, we show the result-
ing spectral functions. The analytically continued CCSD
spectral function misses some of the details of the original
CCSD yielding a spectrum that compares very well with
SEET. Thus, we conclude that most of the discrepancies
between SEET and CCSD were due to the analytical con-
tinuation procedure.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have outlined how CC Green’s functions can be
used as a solvers for Green’s function embedding meth-
ods. To evaluate the CC Green’s function, we used the
Lanczos-based inversion of a large non-hermitian matrix.
This algorithm has a very advantageous computational
cost since it scales only as the parent CC calculation and
does not depend on the number of frequency points (Nω)
used in the calculation. Moreover, once the Lanczos tridi-
agonal matrix is known, both the Green’s function on the
real or imaginary axis can be calculated only be chang-
ing the frequency argument in the continued fraction ex-
pression (Eq. 21). The use of the Lanczos solver is also
advantageous in terms of memory since only the right
and left Lanczos vectors from the current and previous
iterations need to be stored. These aspects of the Lanc-
zos based CC Green’s function algorithm make it optimal
for embedding problems with impurities containing many
orbitals where large frequency grids can be necessary.
To calibrate the CCSD Green’s function solver, we
have applied it to impurity problems constructed for the
1D and 2D Hubbard with different interaction strengths
U/t. For the 1D Hubbard model, we observed that the
CCSD Green’s function solver yields spectral functions
and self-energies that excellently agree with FCI for all
interaction strengths analyzed (up to U/t = 8). More-
over, the quality of those quantities from CCSD is much
better than form truncated CI (CISD, CISDT) meth-
ods. The reason for this excellent agreement between FCI
and CCSD is that the impurity and bath orbitals for the
1D Hubbard model have up to two unpaired electrons,
thus, being an ideal case for CCSD. Testing for impuri-
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FIG. 11. Comparison of spectral functions from SEET, GF2, and CCSD for the entire system. Unit of ω is in Hartrees. Left:
directly calculated CCSD spectral function on the real frequency axis is compared to the analytical continuation data for SEET.
Right: both CCSD and SEET spectral function were obtained by analytically continuing imaginary frequency data.
ties (2×2 cluster and 8 bath orbitals) built for the 2D
Hubbard model required unrestricted CC formalism to
account for all possible open-shell configurations. While
in the weakly correlated regime CCSD performance was
excellent, in the strongly correlated regime, we observed
that the CCSD self-energy displayed significant devia-
tions from FCI. This can be explained by analyzing oc-
cupations of the impurity and bath orbitals which show
more than two unpaired electrons. Consequently, we con-
clude that while the impurity problem alone seem to
be less correlated than the entire problem, CC solvers
with increasing excitation levels are most likely necessary
to describe strongly correlated problems with increasing
number of orbitals in the Anderson impurity model. This
finding is in agreement to quantum chemical observations
where high excitations are necessary to describe multiple
unpaired electrons that appear as a result of strong corre-
lations. Consequently, we recommend the CCSD Green’s
function solver to treat weakly to moderately correlated
problems.
To test the applicability of GFCC as a solver for re-
alistic embedding problems, we benchmarked it on an
ammonia cluster, (NH3)4, that can sever as a prototype
for a molecular crystal. For (NH3)4, we observed that
neglecting correlation present in the environment and
treating it only at the HF level can lead to significant
errors. When GF2 is used as a low cost, perturbative
method for the environment, a significant amount of cor-
relation present in the system is recovered leading to a
very good SEET(GF2/CCSD) total energy, occupation
numbers, self-energy and spectral function when com-
pared with CC calculation of the entire problem.
Moreover, the choice of impurity basis makes a sig-
nificant difference in the accuracy of final quantities. We
have first tested SEET with impurity orbitals constructed
from localized molecular orbitals from HF. This choice
appeared not to be very accurate for almost all the quan-
tities, except occupation numbers. This indicates that,
when impurities are expressed in the localized orbital ba-
sis, a significant portion of the inter-monomer correlation
is missing. Finally, we have chosen GF2 natural orbitals
as another choice for the impurity basis. This signifi-
cantly improves upon LMO basis. The total energy is
only 9 mH less than the CCSD energy for the full sys-
tem. Other calculated quantities are also in excellent
agreement with the CCSD calculation.
The results of the impurity and SEET benchmarks
conducted here indicate that using CCSD as a solver
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is advantageous since it enables treatment of large im-
purities that are necessary to describe complex chemi-
cal problems displaying weak to moderate correlations
and are too large to be treated by a brute force CC
calculation on the entire problem. This observation
opens an interesting research direction where traditional
quantum chemistry variety of CC codes with little or
no modification can be immediately used for treating
solids or molecules that were previously inaccessible.
More studies are necessary to investigate how GFCC be-
haves when both systems and environment are treated
at the CC level with different excitation levels (e.g
SEET(CCSD/CCSDT(Q)), how to reduce the size of the
impurity by using different orbital bases, or how to accu-
rately deal with fitting a large number of bath orbitals,
and how to use generalized SEET approaches to treat
overlapping impurities.
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Appendix A: Transformation of Trial Vectors
Right hand transformed vectors: b = ap
Left hand transformed vectors: e = (1 + Λ)a†p
Note that, we have not mentioned the rank of the b and
e operators. We have chosen up to double excitation/de-
excitation level of T and Λ, which from diagrammatic
expressions generate up to double excitation and de-
excitation level of b and e, respectively.
1. Ghpq
Let us first consider that p = q. When, p ∈ V
bi = t
e
iae
baij = t
ae
ij ae
ei = lie(a
†)e
eija = l
ij
ae(a
†)e (A1)
and, when p∈ O
bi = ai
ei = (a†)i −Dim(a†)m
eija = l
i
a(a
†)j −Dijam(a†)m. (A2)
Now, for the p 6= q cases, as we have mentioned before we
do calculate Gp+q,p+q elements. Here, we have to distin-
guish among 4 different possibilities : OO, OV, VO and
VV. Depending on the index type - occupied or virtual
we carry out the same transformations as in equations
A1 and A2. Afterwards, we add the corresponding con-
tributions to the b and e vectors. For example, let us
consider the OV situation:
bi = ai + t
e
iae
baij = t
ae
ij ae
ei = (a†)i −Dim(a†)m + lie(a†)e
eija = l
i
a(a
†)j −Dijam(a†)m + lijae(a†)e (A3)
where,
Dij = l
i
et
e
j +
1
2
limef t
ef
jm
Dijam = l
ij
aet
e
m (A4)
Rest of the types will follow the same procedure.
2. Gepq
For p = q cases, when p ∈ V
ba = aa
ea = (a
†)a + (a†)eDea
eiab = l
i
a(a
†)b +Deiab(a
†)e (A5)
and when p ∈ O
ba = taka
k
babi = − tabikak
ea = − lka(a†)k
eiab = − likab(a†)k. (A6)
where,
Dab = − lmb tam −
1
2
lkmbe t
ae
km
Damef = − lnmef tan (A7)
For p 6= q, we will follow the same procedure as Gh.
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